The Business Case for Legal Compliance Management
Regulations are constantly changing and
your organization is changing too, with
new machinery, staff and expansions.
Staying on top of your requirements is a
big challenge. If you have an
environmental management system,
such as ISO 14001, you must also
demonstrate your compliance history.
The typical practice of tracking compliance obligations in Excel, Word
and sporadic newsletters can be cumbersome and even dangerous.
Maintaining data spread out over different documents, while your
organization evolves and regulations change, makes figuring out your
compliance issues a convoluted task.

This recent poll of facility managers in different industries found that nearly
20% do not understand how their legal requirements apply to their
organization. Though many businesses can outline how their legal
requirements apply, many are basing their understanding on out-of-date
documents. The external consultants who provided these documents have
long since finished their mandate and left the time-consuming process of
interpreting and updating legal requirements to facility managers.
In the 21st century, modern businesses are turning to digital solutions to
reduce time and improve coverage. With a centralized digital solution, a
team of auditors, inspectors and plant managers can quickly see what an

operation needs to do to stay compliant and what has recently changed.
Nimonik would be thrilled to help you upgrade your EHS legal compliance
program to ensure you can demonstrate ongoing compliance.
Nimonik is your Regulatory Compliance Management Software Solution
Nimonik was chosen as best in category compliance auditing software
by Apple Canada and is relied upon by thousands of companies, including:
- Rio Tinto Mining;
- Brookfield Johnson Controls;
- Lloyd’s Register;
- Glencore Mining;
- and many more.
"We have freed up resources and time within the company thanks to
NimonikApp. We can spend more time improving environmental
performance and less time researching our environmental obligations." Anouk Guillaume, NavCanada
"The Nimonik on-line compliance management system is very powerful and effective
in keeping the sites continuously updated on regulatory requirements." - 3rd party
external audit report at Rio Tinto Iron Ore Canada
Avoid Regulatory Surprises, Save Researching Time
● Customize and Centralize EHS legal information;
● Easily track responsibilities across your organization; and
● Demonstrate ongoing compliance to 3rd Party Auditors.

Contact us for a free business consultation and demonstration
at 1-888-608-7511 or at info@nimonik.com .

